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1. Assess the way things are.  

 My business is slow. My mailings are expensive and I don't see a true return on them. 

my website is outdated. i don't have a social media account.

2. see the vision

 create production goals instead of closing goals, and the closings will follow. I 

want to spend 2 hours a day prospecting. I want to create a new marketing product today. I 

want to meet a new person today and grow my sphere. I want to do one open house per 

week. envision your day and week in terms of marketing tasks. 

 3. Ask why.

 Ask the hard questions. Why isn't my business growing? Why are my marketing funds 

so low? Why doesn't anyone call me after i send them a mailing? Is my brand stale? Do I even 

have a brand?

4. Become Change-centered

 Become willing to change. After answering your why questions really decide that 

you're willing to change the old habits to form new habits. If something isn't working, 

change it asap!

5. Tap into ability

 Be honest and realistic about your skills and funds. Set a budget, then determine 

what you can afford to do with it. If you're not understanding social media, hire someone. 

If you can't design a web page, learn how or hire someone. Understand your abilities and 

limits and learn to work with them.  
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6. Don't allow incompetence  

 A down-fall of real estate is that there is very little training. Not only do you have 

to be knowledgeable about real estate, you need to understand basic marketing, some 

graphic design, be a photographer, etc. If you don't have the skills to do this, consider if a 

team situation is right for you. Create a team of people who are competent at things you 

might not be. Don't be intimidated about your lack of knowledge. If it bothers you, buy a 

book. Find an Online class. Don't settle for incompetence - learn and grow! 

2. Implementation

 Start to take action on your plans. Look at your whys from #3 and decide how to 

change them. Start by making an action list of things you need to do Every day. Then create 

weekly tasks and finally monthly tasks. Make sure you  have enough hours in your day. If 

you can't get up any earlier or stay up later, look closely at your efficiency. Look at how 

productive your time is. Make sure you're not getting distracted. Start implementing these 

plans every day.  

 


